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Summary. Let P be a family of probability measures P which
satisfy the conditions

(*)

I Ui

dP

= Ci ~ i = 1, ••• ,k, and let

pen) be the family of n-fold product measures pI1, PEP. The author
has shown earlier that if P is sufficiently rich then (i) every syrrnnetric
unbiased estimator of zero (s.u.e.z.) for family pen)

is of a specified

form, and (ii) if every nontrivial linear combination of ul ' ••• ~uk is
unbounded, no nontrivial bounded s.u.e.z. exists. In this paper extensions
of these results to families of distributions symmetric about zero and to
two-sample families are
with conditions

(*)

considered~

and results by N. I. Fisher on families

replaced by the condition

I u(x~y)dP2 = care

discussed.
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1.

Let Q be a family of distributions (probability

Introduction.

(Y~B)

measures) on a measurable space
transfonnations of Y.

t

be a group of B-measurable

The family Q is said to be complete relative to r

if no nontrivial r-invariant unbiased
exists.

and let

esti~tor

of zero for family Q

(A function is called r-invariant if it is invariant under all

transformations in r.) The family Q is said to be boundedly complete
relative to r if no bounded nontrivial r-invariant unbiased estimator
of zero for family Q exists.
Let P be a family of distributions on a measurable space (X,A)
and let pen)

= {pll

: P€P} be the family of the n-fold product measures

pll on the measurable space

e

(Xn , A(n)) generated by (X~A).

The distribu-

tions pIl are invariant under the group ~ of the n I permutations of
the coordinates of the points in Xn . It is known that if the family P
is sufficiently rich (for instance, contains all distributions concentrated
on finite subsets of X) then pen)

is complete relative to ~ (Halrnos

1946; Fraser 1954; Lehmann 1959; Bell, Blackwell and Breiman 1960).
Now consider a family,again denoted by P, of distributions P
on (X,A) which satisfy the conditions
(1.1)

f u.

1

dP

= c.1

,

i

= 1,

... ,k,

where up ••• ,uk are given functions and cp ... ,ck are given constants.
In this case the family pen)
Indeed, the statistic

is, in general, not complete relative to TI.u.
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where hI' ... ,hk are arbitrary A(n-ILmeasurable9 TIn_I-invariant,
p(n-l) _integrable functions, is a TIn- invariant estimator of zero. However,
may be boundedly complete, as the following theorems ~ proved in [5],

pen)
imply.

If A contains the one-point sets, let

Po

be the family of all

distributions P concentrated on finite subsets of X which satisfy
conditions (1.1).

If

~

is a a-finite measure on

(X,A), let

Po(~)

be the family of all distributions absolutely continuous with respect
~

to

whose densities

dP/d~

are simple ftmctions (finite linear combina-

tions of indicator functions of sets in A) and which satisfy conditions
(1.1) •
Theorem lAo

If A contains the one-point sets and P is a convex

family of distributions on
that

(X,A) which satisfy conditions (1.1), such

Po c P, then every ~-invariant unbiased estimator

g(xl""

,~)

of zero is of the form (1.2).
Theorem 2A.

If the conditions of Theorem 1A are satisfied and every

nontrivial linear combination of
family pen)

~,

•••

'Ur(

is unbotmded then the

is bOtmdedly complete relative to TIn.

Theorems IB and 2B of [5] assert that if P is a convex family
of distributions absolutely continuous with respect to a a-finite measure
~

which satisfies conditions (1.1), and

Po(~) c

P, then conclusions

analogous to those of Theorems 1A and 2A hold, except that g(x1 , .•. ,~)

4

e

is of the form (1. 2) a.e.

(p(n)) and, in the second theorem, every

nontrivial linear combination u(x)

= r aiui(x)

is assumed to be P-tmbotmded

in the sense that for every real c there is a P
pOu(x) I > c)

;t

€

P such that

O.

In this paper I shall deal with some extensions of these theorems.
In Sections 2 and 3, straightforward extensions to some finite groups
other than

~

are briefly discussed.

In Section 4 the generalization

to the case where conditions (1.1) are replaced by

II

u(x,y)dP(x)dP(y)

=c

is considered, which has been investigated by N. 1. Fisher [2].

2.

DistrJb.y.tions Synm1etric About

Let P be a family of distribu-

O.

tions which satisfy the conditions of one of the Theorems lA, IB, lA, 2B
with X = Rl and A the Borel sets, and the additional condition that
each P in P is symmetric about zero.

In this case the distributions

pn are invariant under the group rn which consists of all pernDltations
of the components of the points
signs of the components.

(xl' ••• '2),,)

€

Rn and of all changes of

In conditions (1.1) each ui(x) may be replaced

by {ui(x) + ui (-x)}/2. Thus we may assume that ui(x) =ui(-x) for all·
i. Then g(xl , .•• ,xn) in (1. 2), where each hi satisfies the additional
condition of being rn_l-invariant, is a rn-invariant estimator of zero.
The four theorems quoted in the Introduction are true if the distributions in P, Po and

PO(~)

satisfy the additional condition of being

symmetric about zero, if the ui(x)

are symmetric about zero, and if

~

The proof is very simple.

is replaced by rn throughout.

If P
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e

is the distribution of the random variable X, symmetric about zero,
let p* denote the distribution of
that

g(xl'.'. ,~)

is a

Ixl.

rn -invariant

expressed in terms of the distributions

Conditions (1.1) and the condition

unbiased estimator of zero can be

P*, and the problem is reduced

to that of the theorems in the Introduction with X the set of the nonnegative
numbers.

3. Two-Sample Families. For r
distributions P on

=

1,2 let Pr be a family of

(X,A) which satisfy the conditions

(3.1)

i = 1, ... ,ler .

Let

The distributions in

p(m,n)

are invariant tmder the group l\n~

of those penlUltations of the coordinates of the points in Xm+n which
penllUte the first m coordinates among themselves and pennute the remaining
n coordinates among themselves.
To simplify notation (and with no loss of generality) let conditions

(3.1) be satisfied with cr,i
(3.2)

Then the statistic

I

=0

Ur,i dP = 0,

i = 1, ...

,~

.
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e

where each hli is IIm_l~-invariant and p(m-l,n)_integrable and each
h Zi is ITmITn_l-invariant and p(m,n-l)-integrable, is a ~~-invariant
tmbiased estimator of zero for family p(m,n).

It can be shown by the

methods of [5] that the obvious analogs of the four theorems in the introduction are true.

For instance, if P10(PZO)

denotes the family of all

distributions concentrated on finite subsets of X which satisfy conditions
(3.2) with r
PI (PZ)
r

=1

=1

(r

= 2),

if A contains the one-point sets, and if

is a convex family of distributions which satisfy (3.2) with

= 2L

(r

and such that

PrO

c

estimator of zero is of the fonn (303).
linear combination of urI' ..•
fanuly

p(m,n)

= 1,2)

Pr (r

,ur~

then every

~~-invariant

If, in addition, every nontrivial
is l.D1botmded

(r

= 1,2)

is boundedly complete relative to ITm~'

then the

Details of

the proof are omitted.

4.

Families Restricted by a Nonlinear Condition.

f ui d.P = c i

to replace the conditions

(i

= lp .. ,k),

It is natural
which are linear

in P, by one or nore conditions of the fonn

f

u(xl"",xs)d.P
S

s

= c.

X

Here I will consider only a family

P of distributions

-

which satisfy the single condition

(4.1)

I

2
X

For example, if X = Rl

and

Z
u(xl ,x2)dP = O. -

P on

(X,A)
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(4. Z)

condition (4.1) specifies the variance of the distribution P.

For

(4.3)
condition (4.1) is equivalent to the conditions (1.1).

Some other interesting

special cases of (4.1) will be discussed later. We may and shall assume that
(4.4)
A ~-invariant unbiased estimator of zero for family pen) (n ~ Z)
(4.5) g(xl, •.• ,xn)

is

= u(xl ,xZ)h(x3, ••• ,xn) +
u(xl ,x3)h(xZ,x4 ,···,xn)+···+u(xn_l,xn)h(xl ,···,Xn_Z)'

e

where h is any ~_Z-invariant,

p(n-ZLintegrable ftmction.

Even if P consists of all distributions P on (X,A)
(4.1), a

~-invariant

satisfying

u.e.z., g(x1, •.. ,xn), is not necessarily of the

fonn (4. 5) • Whether it must be of this fonn depends on the function
u. Thus if u is given by (4.3) then

g

is of the fonn (l.Z), and

can not (in general) be expressed in the fonn (4.5).
Families which satisfy condition (4.1) have been studied by N. 1.
Fisher in his Ph.D. dissertation [Z].

One of Fisher's main results is

as follows.
Let P be a convex family of distributions P on (X,A)

satisfying

(4.1), let A contain the one-point sets, and let P:J Po ' where Po
is the family of all distributions P concentrated on finite sets and
satisfying (4.1).

Define

8

N-I
L =

L

. I
1=

ui!'-;P. ,
• 1

= u(x1"
..x.).
J

where u..
1J

Theorem 3. Suppose that foi every (XI' ... '~)

£

Xn there exist

such that
(a)

Q > 0,

1

(c) ~,considered as a function of PI' .•. ,PN-l ' is irrational.
Then

(i)

Every s.u.e.z. for P(n)

(ii)

If, in addition, u()

is of the form (4.5).
is unbounded, then the family pen)

is boundedly complete relative to TIn'
A similar result, analogous to Theorems IB and 2B, holds for dominated
faIr'ilies satisfying condition (4.1).
To give just one example, the conditions of Theorem 3 are satisfied
in the case (4.2).
'The condition uNN;e 0 implies u(x,x) t O.
the conclusion of

Fisher shows that

Theorem 3 also holds if u(x,x)

= O.

The conclusion

of Theorem 3 also holds in some other cases, for instance if u(x,y)
of the fonn

In this case condition (4.1) is equivalent to

is

9

In the case (4.3) it is easy to see that Q ~ 0, so that condition
(a) is not satisfied.
To conclude we consider a special class of functions
(in general) covered by the previously stated results.

u(x~y)

not

Let

00

(4.6)

u(x,y)

=.L
J.=l

c i vi(x)vi(y),

where each vi (x)

is bounded and the positive constants c i are so
chosen that u(x,y) is bounded. In this case condition (4.1) is equivalent
to the infinite set of conditions
(4.7)

Here are a few special cases.
(a) Let X = R1 , let Po be a given distribution with distribution
function FO(x), and let,

IA denoting the indicator ftmction of set A,

'{}
,.J.5 an.
umb er sequence ae:nse
, .111 Rl • TIlen the family P .
h
were
ri

of all distributions satisfying condition (4.1) consists of the single
distribution
(b)

Po .

If X = Rl ,

then the family of all distributions P on the Borel sets which satisfy
(4.1) is the family of all distributions symmetric about O.

In this

10
__

is complete relative to the group rn of Section 2.
(c) The family of all bivariate distributions with given marginal

case the family pen)

distributions can also be characterized in this way with {vi} suitably
chosen.
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